PART 1: NARRATIVE REPORT

Vanuatu creates a congenial environment for an offshore financial secrecy centre. It makes significant contributions to its small local economy. Its subculture plays an important role in the country’s domestic politics. It contains few domestic interest groups which are inclined to oppose tax haven development.

Although Vanuatu has a relatively small tax haven or offshore financial centre (OFC), it can still have a major impact. A recent example arose in July 2017, when a Vanuatu-registered company IGOFX was reported to be at the centre of a 30 billion yuan ($4.4 billion) ponzi swindle (with its appealing slogan for investors ‘Lie to make money.’) It allegedly victimised more than 400,000 Chinese and Chinese Malaysians of modest means—leading to desperation and even suicide when they could not get their money back.

The size of the offshore sector

Prominent politicians in Vanuatu see the OFC as creating opportunities and having synergies with telecommunications, up-market tourism, and other favoured industries. In addition, the historic presence of the OFC has enriched a small elite in Vanuatu, which helps bolster political support. Revenues from offshore services have contributed substantially to Vanuatu’s economy in the past, but the OFC is now in relative decline, the sector also is changing significantly, with offshore banking in severe decline, but registrations of offshore companies expanding in recent years.

In each year between 1984 to the present Vanuatu’s Finance Centre contributed significantly to central government revenues—from a high of 7% in 1991, when offshore bank registrations were high and flag of convenience registrations were growing rapidly, to a low 2.5% in 2010, after a great decline in the number of offshore banks and companies. The offshore banks that remain are relatively small, often with a relatively limited base of customers closely linked to one another or to the banks’ directors or owners. The assets of the offshore banking sector have fallen from $700 million in June 2009 to as low as $45 million in June 2013, with $106 million in December 2016. Many of the deregistered banks were merely shells, without physical presence in Vanuatu—‘vanity’ projects for businesses or wealthy people, performing treasury functions that could be easily continued through entities such as international companies.

In 2015 the number of registered international companies had almost quadrupled since 2010 and reached an all time high (of 6,316, more than three times the number of local companies). By December 2016 some of this gain was reversed—with the number declining to 4,625. Global pricing pressures restrained the Finance Centre’s contribution, which in 2016 was about 2.6% of government revenues (apart from foreign aid receipts). In December 2016 the number of registered international companies had declined to 4,625. International company numbers in Vanu-
Vanuatu, however, are not directly comparable to those in such better known OFCs as Panama and the British Virgin Islands, since the principal activity in Vanuatu’s offshore tax haven has long been management, not just registration, of international companies. Vanuatu’s OFC plays a more active role in organising the companies’ strategies toward taxation and regulation. In December 2016 the Finance Centre employed 813 ni-Vanuatu and 82 expatriates. The OFC provides relatively high paying (mostly clerical) jobs for indigenous people in a poor country, but it confers great benefits on the political leaders who facilitate it and on the rich expatriates who manage it. Offshore centre revenues have been extremely concentrated in the capital of Port Vila, where local elites live.

Vanuatu, like other microstates, tends to rely on a small number of foreign-owned industries which are granted special privileges and operate in enclaves largely exempt from local control. Its OFC appears to bring a boost to the small nation’s economy, but it also represents a form of dependency and a threat of adversity if, for any reason, the OFC declines or falls. Vanuatu’s offshore promoters have been committed and organised to influence the country’s government to support its OFC.

The finance curse in Vanuatu
Like other offshore centres, government and politics has been captured by the interests of offshore services.

In Vanuatu, lawyers, bankers, accountants and other financial service providers form a strong interest group promoting and defending the offshore financial secrecy sector—influencing the government, particularly the legislature.

Vanuatu’s offshore interests participate in politics, public service and community affairs. The long-established Finance Centre Association (FCA) in Vanuatu is at the heart of the country’s tax haven subculture. The FCA forms a powerful peer network and lobbying organisation, a relatively unified face to the outside world and an internal marketplace for offshore services, transactions, referrals, and deals to satisfy the needs of members within the country. A feature of this style of institutional organisation is the provision of a large and integrated range of offshore sovereignty services (such as providing and managing companies, trusts, banks, and flags of convenience), coordinated by the subculture. Although there may be competition and enmity within the offshore sector, relatively few of their leaders leave it—and Vanuatu has a relatively large proportion of leading offshore personnel who have been in the OFC for many years. Vanuatu’s offshore finance sector is relatively stable.

It is relatively easy for financial capital to capture and use Vanuatu’s small legislature. Lawmakers do not comprehend offshore finance and often defer to offshore promoters, who are sometimes allowed to serve as regulators of the OFC operations from which they are profiting. An example of this is when Thomas Bayer, the leader of the offshore subculture and most powerful member of the FCA, joined the board of the Reserve Bank of Vanuatu in 2012. Bayer interests were allowed to acquire Vanuatu’s lucrative flag of convenience monopoly on Christmas 1992, when Willy Jimmy, a close friend and former employee, was Minister of Finance.

Isolation from Opposition
Vanuatu’s offshore sector has few organised domestic groups to oppose it. Foreign actors which protest against the impacts of Vanuatu’s secrecy jurisdiction (such as tax offices, organised labour, environmentalists, developing countries, public interest groups, foreign gambling addicts, or court plaintiffs) usually have little political traction. The media, universities and organised anti-corruption bodies are often weak. Where they are more developed (as in Port Vila, the capital), media frequently avoid or sanitise local offshore activities, especially when important media are owned by leading OFC promoters. For example, the prominent agenda-setting newspaper, the Vanuatu Independent, is owned by Bayer interests.

Since sovereignty (emphasised by the offshore sector) tends to be an important value in Vanuatu, perceived opposition to offshore financial activities may be seen as insiders’ disloyalty or outsiders’ unjustified meddling. In contrast, large states contain powerful interests opposing tax haven and related offshore development.

In practice this means that even when elites are found guilty of criminal activity, there is little accountability. Leading members of the offshore finan-
In December 2002 Thomas Bayer and Robert Murray Bohn, another prominent leader of Vanuatu’s offshore sector, were indicted for their alleged involvement in laundering at least $22.4 million through a Vanuatuan bank called “the European Bank”, where Bohn was President and CEO. This was part of over $100 million lost during the 1990s by victims (mostly elderly Americans) in the IDM international lottery fraud, based in Barbados. Bayer successfully resisted extradition and remained on the FBI fugitive list, but Bohn, also a US-born Vanuatu citizen, was in America on business and was promptly arrested. Port Vila’s offshore sector generally defended Bayer and Bohn (both of whom have chaired Vanuatu’s Finance Centre Association), but others who could not gain entry into this subcultural club publicly attacked them and asked why Vanuatu’s political leaders were vying with each other to help them. Bohn was convicted in America of money laundering, racketeering, mail fraud and conspiracy in October 2005, but was allowed to return to Vanuatu in March 2007 amid reports that Bayer had spent at least $1 million defending him.

In December 2007 Bohn resumed his position as President and CEO of Bayer’s Vanuatu Maritime Services, which operates the country’s flag of convenience ship registry. In 2006 Bayer and Bohn were harshly criticised in American congressional hearings and questions were raised about US aid going to Vanuatu, whose “government repeatedly thumbs its nose at American courts and regulators.” In November 2012 Bohn, who had changed his name to Robert Bohn Sikol, was elected to Vanuatu’s parliament as the Member from Epi. He was the first naturalised citizen to be elected to Vanuatu’s legislature.

More recently Bayer escaped punishment in the most serious bribery and corruption case in Vanuatu’s history. Bayer was accused of using PITCO (Pacific International Trust Company) bank accounts in late October 2014 to move $500,000 to buy support of parliamentarians for a successful ‘no confidence’ vote deposing Prime Minister Joe Natuman. Long-time Bayer allies, Sato Kilman became Prime Minister and Moana Carcasses Kalosil (who was a conspirator) became Deputy Prime Minister. Fourteen members of parliament were accused of giving or receiving corrupt payments. On 9 October 2015 Vanuatu’s Supreme Court ruled that thirteen of them were guilty and on 22 October 2015 sentenced each of them to three to four years in jail. Half of Sato Kilman’s ruling government became convicted criminals. Their appeal was dismissed on 20 November 2015. The earlier attempt by Parliament Speaker Marcellino Pipite to use his position as Acting President (while President Baldwin Lonsdale was overseas) to pardon himself and thirteen other MPs. This was ruled unconstitutional by the Court of Appeal—leading in August 2016 to the conviction of Pipite, ten other MPs, and one of their lawyers for conspiracy to defeat the course of justice (the convictions were quashed on appeal in April 2017, just before prosecutors vowed to try them all again on the same charges). Only one of the accused (Bayer’s associate MP Robert Bohn) was acquitted and in November 2015 became Minister of Justice—a promotion which Bohn admitted that he found ironic. MP Willy Jimmy, another long-time Bayer ally, pleaded guilty before the trial and was given a twenty month suspended sentence. On 25 April 2017 Bayer, who had a separate trial, was found not guilty of charges of complicity to corruption and bribery by the Vanuatu Supreme Court. He is currently the President of the Vanuatu Chamber of Commerce.

Recent efforts to end Vanuatu’s tax haven status

Soon after the government of Prime Minister Charlot Salwai was elected in February 2016, it contended that income taxation would be necessary to provide sustainable revenues for the government. Salwai was also in the unusual position of having a large majority in the country’s parliament—although this strength might be more apparent than real, due to the individualism and opportunism of most of Vanuatu’s politicians. Salwai’s argument has been that many aid donors are no longer willing to forgive debts, and Vanuatu is supposed to lose its Least Developed Country Status in December 2020, when trade advantages would be lost and grants would begin falling to 1.5% of GDP, from 4% in 2010-2014. The International Monetary Fund, which supported the proposed income taxation, estimated that income taxes might generate government revenues equal to 3%-4% of GDP. Salwai contended that raising indirect taxes would be unfair to low-income households and would not provide enough revenue to cover anticipated rev-
enue short-falls. He claimed that selling public assets has not worked in the past and is unlikely to be the raise necessary, substantial, sustainable revenues. Supporters say the proposed income taxes would be low by international standards, fair in targeting high income people, reducing consumer prices through lowering import duties and VAT (paid by everyone), and socially beneficial in building necessary infrastructure and increasing transparency about economic activities. According to the revised proposal, there would be a flat 17% company income tax, with a personal income tax of 0% for the first 750,000 vatu ($6,900) of income, 10% for the next 2,799,999 vatu ($25,300), and 17% for all income above 3,500,000 vatu ($32,200).

The offshore sector has fiercely opposed the proposals. And organisations as Washington’s Cato Foundation have been drafted into help oppose the policy. In December 2016, Daniel J. Mitchell from Cato appeared in Port Vila. to give a well-attended speech, meet with political agenda-setters, and give long media interviews. The Vanuatu Chamber of Commerce, with Beyer as President commissioned an ‘independent’ report by a company called ‘Strategy Labs’. Strategy Labs is a division of the Lithuania-based Lewben Group, which owns the Pacific Private Bank in Vanuatu’s OFC.

The OFC’s arguments seemed to be working, creating uncertainty about whether income taxation would appear in Vanuatu in the near future or at all. In December 2016 the Finance Minister Gaetan Pikioune seemed to reverse his position by being quoted as saying that the government had not decided whether income taxation would be introduced. By January 2017 strong opposition to income taxation was expressed by all the parliamentary opposition and even two members of cabinet and all the Leaders Party’s seven members of Salwai’s coalition government. Never before in Vanuatu’s political history had a ruling coalition partner publicly refused to support a government policy. There were reports later in the month that the government faced another serious backbench revolt over income taxation, which it barely succeeded in containing. Although opposition parliamentarians allied to the OFC warned Bayer and others in May 2017 that the Salwai government was still pushing to introduce income taxation at the end of the year, some observers were not so sure—noting that the initial speed toward income taxation had abruptly slowed as the government moved toward extended consultations. In early June 2017 Vanuatu’s Parliament withdrew all five bills that had been proposed to reform the tax system in a way that might lead to personal and corporate income taxation (bills for Tax Administration, Value Added Tax, Business Licences, Import Duties, and Stamp Duties were removed from the agenda).

Money laundering, bribery and corruption

In 2015 the Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG), the FATF’s regional unit, reported that there was lucrative, high-level political corruption in Vanuatu, notably in sales of passports and citizenship. It cited rough estimates in 2014 that the domestic proceeds of crime that were laundered in the country were between $16.6 million and $41.7 million, while laundered foreign proceeds of crime were more definitely estimated to be $14.2 million. Regardless of whether these figures (greatly) underestimate or very accurately reflect the scales of the problems, they help to make sense of other problems emphasised by the APG in the 2015 report—the country’s slowness and patchiness in legislating and acting against money laundering and the parliament’s unwillingness to create a dedicated anti-corruption agency, protect whistleblowers and witnesses in corruption cases, and legislate against illicit enrichment. The APG criticised the government and private sector for showing almost no comprehension or concern in relation to the risks of money laundering and terrorism financing confronting Vanuatu—and for failing to answer written requests, supply written information, and attend scheduled meetings when the APG team was in the country in 2015.

Vanuatu’s chronic political instability slowed and a devastating cyclone in March 2015 halted the passage of financial legislation, so the country made little progress between 2006 and 2015 in rectifying what the FATF viewed as strategic deficiencies in combating money laundering and the financing of terrorism. In 2015 the APG noted little legislative action, meagre resources and very few on-site inspections for compliance, and deficient coordination and financial information exchange domestically and internationally. The APG identified Vanuatu as facilitating foreign tax evasion and the smuggling, trafficking or transhipping of arms, illicit drugs, and precursor chemicals. Vanuatu’s flag of convenience registry was implicated in illegal foreign fishing and the international movement of prohibited goods. Table 1 illustrates that the APG saw little progress, showing the APG’s evaluation of Vanuatu’s level of compliance with the FATF’s 49 recommendations in 2006 and 40 recommendations in 2015.
Table 1: Vanuatu’s Compliance with FATF Recommendations, 2006 and 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FATF Recommendations</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Compliant</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partly Compliant</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largely Compliant</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This poor evaluation of Vanuatu by the APG (leading to the country being placed on the FATF’s greylist in February 2016) made doing banking business from Vanuatu directly with the US almost impossible, diverting international financial transactions through Hong Kong and Europe. Even this tactic was problematical — for example, Germany’s Commerzbank terminated its correspondent banking relationship with the National Bank of Vanuatu in March 2016. The increased isolation of Vanuatu’s financial system as a result of the FATF’s greylisting not only damaged the country’s reputation but it also threatened to limit the use of credit cards and hurt tourism — creating considerable disquiet in the local business community, which had, as early as December 2015, offered to fund 50% of the costs of altering the country’s money laundering and terrorism financing legislation.31

On 14 June 2017 Vanuatu’s parliament passed thirteen bills designed to placate the FATF. They came into force on 16 June 2017, five days before the FATF’s plenary meeting of member countries considered greylisted countries such as Vanuatu. Vanuatu’s new legislation was intended to rectify a number of the deficiencies identified by the APG and was explicitly designed to comply with FATF recommendations.35

On 23 June 2017, at the conclusion of its plenary, the FATF noted Vanuatu’s progress, but kept it on the greylist of ‘jurisdictions with strategic deficiencies’ — the others being Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ethiopia, Iraq, Syria, Uganda, and Yemen—ranked higher than the blacklisted ‘high-risk and non-cooperative jurisdictions’ of Iran and North Korea.36

At the same time pressure on Vanuatu from the OECD was easing. The OECD was asked to present a list of countries that were not complying with international tax transparency standards to the G20 summit on 7-8 July 2017. In 2016 the G20 had requested that the OECD identify jurisdictions that were making insufficient progress toward implementing international standards on tax transparency and tax information exchange. In 2016 the OECD identified Vanuatu as one of fifteen jurisdictions that had a less than satisfactory peer review rating in relation to the exchange of information on request, but before the July 2017 G20 summit the OECD announced that if Vanuatu were to be reviewed again, in June 2017, it would be considered to be Largely Compliant.35

Vanuatu’s reductions of financial secrecy have been primarily reactions to foreign pressures and consequently have had less practical effect than if they came from popular initiatives within the country. Vanuatu’s political leaders have not generally seen the OECD’s and FATF’s agendas to be helpful in solving national problems. Most do not feel threatened by foreign tax evasion, money laundering, terrorism financing, or intellectual property violations. Most see elaborate identification of clients, record-keeping, financial information exchange and monitoring of financial transactions as a poor or wasteful allocation of scarce resources and expertise. There has been very little domestic support for the FATF/OECD agendas.36 These agendas, to the degree that they have been formally accepted, have been seen as foreign impositions, transplants rubber stamped by the Vanuatu parliament, under duress in relation to sanctions—for the benefit of foreign governments. A common view is that Vanuatu authorities are unlikely go any farther in reducing de facto financial secrecy (and the attractiveness of their offshore tax haven) than doing what they see as necessary to get their country off lists of non-compliant jurisdictions.37
Conclusion

Vanuatu provides a venue for the world’s (often sensational) secret business and secret politics. Its offshore financial centre allows wealthy and powerful clients to escape from metropolitan taxation and regulation. It is part of a process in which competitive advantage has been moving from the bounded, regulated economies of scale within the borders of large metropolitan states to smaller political units oriented toward liberalised global markets. Vanuatu has played a role in this contemporary world-historical transformation by providing a territorially defined, sovereign jurisdiction for forum-shopping by transnational capitalists. Vanuatu remains an offshore tax haven offering considerable financial secrecy.
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Notes and Sources

The ranking is based on a combination of its secrecy score and scale weighting (click here to see our full methodology).

The secrecy score of 89 per cent has been computed as the average score of 20 Key Financial Secrecy Indicators (KFSI), listed on the left. Each KFSI is explained in more detail by clicking on the name of the indicators.

A grey tick indicates full compliance with the relevant indicator, meaning least secrecy; red indicates non-compliance (most secrecy); colours in between partial compliance.

This paper draws on data sources including regulatory reports, legislation, regulation and news available as of 30.09.2017.

Full data on Vanuatu is available here: www.financialsecrecyindex.com/database.

To find out more about the Financial Secrecy Index, please visit www.financialsecrecyindex.com.